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Rachel Muir, CFRE VP of Training at Pursuant

Julie Shannan, Deputy Director, Girlstart

Donor Cultivation Events
That Get Donors Giving More!

@rachelmuir @julieshannan #Bridge16

@rachelmuir 
rachel.muir@pursuant.com 

@julieshannan
Julie@girlstart.org

Who, What, How and Why 
of Donor Cultivation Events 
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What donors 
want vs. 

what they get

Event 
recipes & 

tips 

Killer cheap 

tools to 

cultivate 

donors

Q & A

Real 
examples 

that worked 

@rachelmuir @julieshannan #Bridge16
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What is the #1 thing donors want?

Source:  The Millennial Impact Report 

#Bridge16

3 ways to increase fundraising revenue 

1. Extend donor loyalty 

3. Realize higher gift values sooner

2.  Increasingly generous giving 
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Name 5 things you want to tell a donor.  

Now name 5 things you think your 
donor actually wants to know.

67% of respondents attending a donor cultivation event 
credited it as the reason why they made their gift.”

“
Penelope Burk 

@rachelmuir @julieshannan #Bridge16
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Not everyone wants a deeper relationship

Transactional 
Fundraising 

Relational
Fundraising 

Transactional 
Fundraising vs.

Relational
Fundraising 

Single Sales

Immediate ROI

Short-term

Purchase

Little Emphasis

FOCUS

KEY MEASURES

TIMESCALE

ORIENTATION

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Customer 
Retention

Lifetime Value

Long-term

Relationship

Major Emphasis

www.pursuant.com/relationshipfundraising
#Bridge16

#Bridge16
www.pursuant.com/relationshipfundraising

Get 
infographic + 

minibook
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Tip #1: Invest in immersive experiences

#Bridge16

Here’s how Girlstart crushes it   

Sample video email How Girlstart mines donor opportunities 

How Girlstart
mines donor 
opportunities 
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What if…

What if no one 
comes?

The invitation is the cultivation.” “
Mark Rovner 

@rachelmuir @julieshannan #Bridge16

Sample video email Tool spotlight: video email 

Watch the video at http://bit.do/careshare

http://bit.do/careshare
http://bit.do/careshare
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Notification each time they watch! Best part:  seeing who watched it.

Want a sample?
Email:  

rachel.muir@
pursuant.com

The more immersive the experience, the more likely 
the impression can result in a donor relationship.” “

Adrian Sargeant

@rachelmuir @julieshannan #Bridge16
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This is more 
than a cocktail 

party!

1. WHO is your 
audience?  

2.  WHAT
activity can 
you do?  

3. HOW do 
you do it?  

Recipe for your donor cultivation event 

• Step one: Who?  Pick your audience

• Step two: What?  Identify an activity

• Step three: How? Produce an experience 

• Don’t forget to Follow up!  

Pursuant.com/slidesGet the slides & handouts here:

#Bridge16
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“Who” 

Who is your audience?

Donors
Major Gift Prospects 
Media
Stakeholders, 

partners 
Board prospects  

What do they want? 

Networking
Job prospects 
Morale
PR
Memories

Why Who How What 

Pursuant.com/slidesGet the slides & handouts here:

Identify your audience 

Step two: 

“What”

Identify an activity that relates to your mission 

Why Who How What 

Identify activity related to your mission 

•Hint: 

•It’s not

•grunt work!  

What mission focused activity can you do?

Why Who How What 
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Tip:  Add donor element to current event. 

#Bridge16

@ 2013 Rachel Muir.  All rights reserved.  

Consider 
service hour 
requirement 
for clients 

What would appeal to your donors? 
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“Relationship building is not the same 
as information sharing.” 

“
Adrian Sargeant

@rachelmuir @julieshannan #Bridge16

Do’s

Visible check in

Start on time, end on time 

Send invites in advance, 
reminders and phone calls 

Give donors time & space 
to network with other 
donors 

Pair a staff/board member 
with every 2 -3 donors 

Share “cheat sheet” of 
your rsvp’s and their bios

Give staff/board scripted 
questions for donors’ to 
learn more about their 
interests  

Have a scripted orientation 
to your organization and 
the activity 

Have a former client give a 
testimonial about your 
impact

Take lots of photos!  

Why Who How What 

Step 3: 

“How”

•Roll out red carpet 
•Plan every detail 
•Put mission in details
•Orientation to org & activity 
•Testimonials
•Greeter/handler for each guest
•Start/end on time
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• Leave donors unattended 

• Expect donors to guide themselves 

• Put donors on the spot 

• Try to host more donors than you can handle 

• Think the unexpected won’t happen

• Forget to document everything you learn about 
your donors in your CRM 

Why Who How What 

Don’t

Plan guest list, activity, 
staffing, program flow, set up 
& parking

Recruit, volunteers, interns, 
staff, board members as 
greeters

Recruit program graduates 
for testimonials 

Invite with letter or printed 
invite, emails, and calls -
require RSVP

Give map with parking 
and in-case-of-rain 
instructions

Prepare event follow up 
plan – calls, script, ask 
visits 

Give handlers FAQ on 
donor background, 
activity, and sample 
questions to ask donors 

Why Who How What 

How to Guide 2-3 months out 

Put up signage, set up check 
in, green room and activity 
supplies, seat assignments

Greeters arrive 1 hour before 
kick off, give repeat of their 
FAQ & donor assignments

Rehearse welcome & 
orientation 

1. Welcome donors

2. Mingling + photos

3. Testimonial

4. Orientation

5. Activity + photos 

6. Conclusion: Thank & 
escort

Why Who How What 

Day of tips

Debrief w/team

Thank donors 

Follow up photos with 
description

Guest blog post on 
sponsor/donor’s site

Follow up calls

Before event:  Event program: After event/next day:
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Sample Discovery Questions

What inspired your generous gift?
What do you hope to achieve with your giving?
Why does our cause matter to you? 
Do you have any feedback for us?
Is there any way we can make your 
experience more positive?
How can we get you more involved?
May I invite you to _______?
May I introduce you to ______?

Prepare board/staff with discovery questions 

Donors don’t give because you’re excellent.  
They give because they are excellent and 

you help them realize their awesome selves.

“

Jeff Brooks, 
How to Turn Your Words into Money  

 What is most important to them? 

 What do they need to know about us?  

 Who should they meet in the organization?   

 What would appeal to them most?

What am I reinforcing?

#Bridge16

Find out…

 What is the next step?  
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Life is messy.  Be ready for something to go wrong.   

Remember that time 
Michael Dell came to 
Girlstart and a 9 year 

old acted like he didn’t 
understand computers?  

Sample personalized stationary Thoughtful, inexpensive follow up that wows

Check out 
Feltapp.

com

Sample personalized stationary Feltapp.com
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Girlstart examples 

Free stewardship plan 

Pursuant.com/

StewardshipPlan
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“Being asked to give again 

before learning my first gift 

had an impact.”

-Penelope Burk

How donors define oversolicitation:

Parting tips…

Plan a donor 
journey

Prepare team w/ 
donor intel + 

discovery 
questions 

Follow up, 
whether they 
came or not

Identify your 
audience & 

activity

Be ready for 
the unexpected

#Bridge16

Questions?
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Thank you! 
Get today’s handouts:
Pursuant.com/Slides

Pursuant.com/StewardshipPlan

Don’t forget to visit the 

Solutions Showcase! 
Many of the ideas discussed today are on display at the 

Solutions Showcase! 

Rachel.Muir@pursuant.com Julie@girlstart.org

Free webinars! 
Sign up at rachelmuir.com

Classes + custom training available  

How to Launch a Successful Capital Campaign Aug 15th 

Fundraising Bootcamp Sept 13, Oct 4 & 8th

Pursuant.com/Training


